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the pmdg 777 is currently in the middle of the certification process and is expected to be delivered
to pmdg customers by the middle of 2016. the 737ng7000, the 737's new generation aircraft, is

expected to be delivered in 2017. robert has shifted his focus to recording some videos to showcase
the aircraft's depth and features ( pmdgs youtube channel ). he mentions that this series will not be
a tutorial but rather serve as small bites of information that will allow you to quickly see the depth of

features available to you as a pmdg 737 product line user. beta testers will be able to share
information and media about the upcoming aircraft beginning of next week. pmdg is exploring the
idea of faster deployment in the marketplace, possibly even at the same time as the initial launch,
but thats currently under investigation. we should also expect to see an update on pricing, which
should be a bit lower than initially estimated ($50). that would be very welcome indeed!besides
these first images of the 737-600, pmdg also revealed some exciting changes that will soon be

coming to the lateral/vertical path and autoflight director modules. it seems there have been some
major development breakthroughs on those fronts, which should bring much more accurate flight

paths and improved control logic. a free update should be out soon for the 737 product line with all
of these improvements!these and more details can be read in the pmdgs forum, where robert
randazzo provides additional information about whats currently being worked on behind the

scenes.the pmdg 737-600 will be out later this month for microsoft flight simulator.
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I was able to solve the problem with the PMDG 737 addon in
P3D. Just install PKFX and make sure the version that you

installed on your ground station matches the version that you
have installed on your PC. Then go to the path that you

download the addon to and make sure its version is loaded.
Just make sure that the airshows folder is under your airline
folder, and you are good to go. As for the PMDG 737 in P3D,

just make sure that the PMDG 737 addon is installed.
Everything should be fine. Nice to see another FSX user using

the PMDG 737 for night flying. I'm sure most of you have
probably picked up on why I recommended the PMDG 737. The
737 is one of those planes that is virtually undetectable on the
radar. Whether it be a P3D, FSX or A320 you may be able to by

chance catch a PMDG 737 with no problem. Flying FSX in
PMDG and a LMU is also very smooth. Over ground you'll find
the PMDG 737 to be very smooth as well. I've flown it with a
Biman quite successfully without any trouble. Anyways just

wanted to let you know that we are currently in the midst of a
nice Biman 747 or 737 going in the PMDG 777. Like I said

before, virtually undetectable from the FMS and so smooth
over the ground. I was able to get fairly high altitudes with the

PMDG 777 without any serious problems.Hope this helps to
save some time! Very happy to see so many pilots on this

thread with PMDG 737 sims. It is a great plane and it should
work with most airplanes. The best part about this plane is that

it is practically undetectable on the FMS. The ground
controllers don't see you and while you are behind them, they

have no idea that you are there. 5ec8ef588b
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